
Rich Little Piggies - Hog Wild 

WILD SYMBOL 
 WILD substitutes for all symbols except BLUE COIN, YELLOW COIN, and RED 

COIN. 

PAYTABLE 
 Line pays must occur on adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost reel. Only 

highest winner paid per winning combination. 
 Multiple line wins are added together. Paytable reflects current bet configuration. 

MYSTERY REVEAL 
 During the base game, before pays are evaluated, all MYSTERY SYMBOL will 

be replaced with WILD, TIKI, PIG UKE, RICH 
LADY, CLAM, BALL, ACE, KING, QUEEN, JACK or TEN. 

 In addition, MYSTERY SYMBOL may reveal BLUE COIN, YELLOW 
COIN or RED COIN on top of a replaced symbol before pays are evaluated. 

FREE SPINS FEATURE 
 Any combinations of BLUE COIN, YELLOW COIN, RED COIN may trigger the 

Free Spins Feature and award 1x total bet. 
 If a BLUE COIN does not trigger the Free Spins Feature, then that BLUE 

COIN may add 1 free spin to the BLUE PIG meter for the active bet option. 
 If a YELLOW COIN does not trigger the Free Spins Feature, then that YELLOW 

COIN may add 0.25x-6.75x Current Bet to the MAJOR, MAXI, MINOR, or MINI 
meter for the active bet option. 

 If a RED COIN does not trigger the Free Spins Feature, then that RED COIN may 
add 15 Wilds to the RED PIG meter for the active bet option. 

 If a RED COIN does not trigger the Free Spins Feature, and the RED PIG meter 
shows the number of Wilds as 75, then that RED COIN instead may add 25 Wilds 
to the RED PIG meter for the active bet option. RED PIG meter can display a 
maximum of 100 Wilds. 

 If the Free Spins Feature was triggered with BLUE COIN, then the number of free 
spins displayed in the BLUE PIG meter are awarded. 

 If the Free Spins Feature was not triggered with BLUE COIN, then 7 free spins 
are awarded when the Free Spins Feature is awarded. The BLUE PIG meter can 
display a maximum of 100 free spins. 

 At the end of the Free Spins Feature that was triggered with BLUE COIN, 
the BLUE PIG meter is reset to 9 free spins. 

 If the Free Spins Feature was triggered with YELLOW COIN, then 
each MYSTERY SYMBOL may reveal a jackpot symbol for MEGA, GRAND, 
MAJOR, MAXI, MINOR, or MINI. Jackpot symbols are stored in 1 of the spaces 
of the corresponding meter. 



 MEGA, GRAND, MAJOR, MAXI, MINOR, or MINI have 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 2
spaces respectively.

 If all spaces are filled for a meter, then jackpot symbols for that meter are
cleared, and the corresponding jackpot is awarded and then reset before any
additional jackpot are awarded.

 At the end of the Free Spins Feature that was triggered with YELLOW COIN, the
MEGA, GRAND, MAJOR, MAXI, MINOR, and MINI meters are reset.

 If the Free Spins Feature was triggered with RED COIN, then the Free Spins
Feature will use an alternate reel set which contains a number of WILD positions
equal to the number of Wilds shown in the RED PIG meter.

 At the end of the Free Spins Feature that was triggered with RED COIN, the RED
PIG meter is reset to 15 Wilds.

 During the Free Spins Feature, all MYSTERY SYMBOL will be replaced
with WILD, TIKI, PIG UKE, RICH
LADY, CLAM, BALL, ACE, KING, QUEEN, JACK or TEN before the pays are
evaluated.

 An alternate set of reels is used during the Free Spins Feature.
 Winning combinations for these reels are identical to the base game

except BLUE COIN, YELLOW COIN, and RED COIN do not appear.
 The size of the Blue, Yellow, and Red Piggies has no effect on triggering the Free

Spins Feature. The accumulation of enhancements changes with bet option.

LEGAL NOTICES 
 A stable Internet connection is required.
 In the event of a disconnection, please relaunch the game to complete any 

outstanding transactions.
 The expected return for this game is 95.70%. This reflects the theoretical return 

across many plays.
 In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each and every game is 

completely independent.
 The chances of getting a particular outcome are always the same at the start of 

every game.
 Malfunction voids all pays and plays.
 The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game 

interface.
 Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, and the 

corresponding bet will be refunded.
 The look and feel of the game and its individual components and displays are 

trade dress of Light & Wonder, Inc. and its subsidiaries. TM and © 2021,
2023 Light & Wonder, Inc. and its Subsidiaries. All rights reserved.


